
Cerebellum

Procedural/Skill Memory

Prefrontal Cortex

Working Memory

Greatest challenge in K-12

Sights

Hippocampus

Short-term Memory

Sleep

Circadian Processes

Electrochemical

Growing up

Social

Peer Communication

Stimulants

Street/Prescription Time

Management

Injury

Physical

Expectations

Adults/Peers

Society

Advancements

Basic Needs

not being met

Stress

Judgement

Intuition

Choke!

Amygdala

Emotion/Behavior

Prima Ballerina

Artist

Surgeon

Auto Mechanic

Construction Worker

I came to school hungry

I slept on friend’s couch

Brain wants to
conserve energy!

Homework

Can I just use

instead?

Cortex (Bark)

70% of brain cells

Efficient

Processing

Video Gaming Example

Filing Cabinet

Brain “Chunks” Data

Fusiform Face Area

Sounds
coordination with

to record events

        amygdala interferes

    with prefontal cortex

(crosstalk)

mental scratch pad

85% teacher | 15% student talking

“battle to keep neurons firing”

chemical

anatomical

hormonal

gene expression

(changes)

brain at adult size, but connections are still forming

pre-frontal cortex last to develop (mature from rear of brain forward)

into the brain

teens value collective

judgements (peer influence)

almost need it to make decisions

social exclusion

= poor judgement

non-cognitive factors
affecting a student

the #1 thing that gets developed?

movement away from caregiver

use a warm up and cool down

this is not necessarily a bad thing (except maybe driving!)

breaking through the distraction layer requires two skills

riveting lessons and positive reinforcement “shine on” well-behaved students

others will follow

excitement today becomes passion tomorrow

moody today becomes empathy tomorrow

risk taking today becomes curiosity tomorrow

new textbooks

if any of these fail, do privates lose?

no, they sell another round of materials

how many of these products are designed

with market research/user feedback

why are “arts” suffering in the schools?

privates can’t profit off the arts

very few closed-ended questions

asked by teacher

no more raising hands to answer

favors only the most outgoing

teacher uses random selection

for every question posed to class

prescription drug abuse

vapor

gifted and talented suffer too

there may be an “Einstein” in the class

but the pace is pre-set viamany students are already apathetic by middle school

drive no child left behind

drive race to the top

drive common core

all via lobbying

principal has less time to manage teacher performance

if having to deal with stream of misbehaving students

my son is tearing my house apart, but we

have a moral issue with child medication

now off to school with you....

both groups respond well to

classroom order (event sequencing)

relate to avatar identity more than real identity

gaming

gambling

social media

online

books

chalk

radio

moving pictures

ballpoint pen

none of these technologies are

created with changing educational outcomes

(why should the computer be any different?)

computers (Kahn Academy, etc) can aid in 

knowledge retention, but not knowledge acquisition

biology class chosen for me!

I hate biology and don’t want to be here

biology appears to have no P-I-C value to me

most use computer for google-driven knowledge

no exploration, just specific answer and out

again, if I get to pick the topic

if I am already a self starter

if I have autodidact tendencies...

the computer is all I need

expect iPads/Chromebooks to

be hacked within hours of release

these kids will teach themselves to code

they are not the issue with education

(hackers can still hate biology, though)

one of the leading causes

of sleep deprivation

(sleeping with phone)
has replaced face-to-face communicationdoes suicide result from content

or disruptions to normal life?

sexting

write once, stored forever

more youth stay closer to home today than in past

huge change in last few decades!

If a private sells an exceptional tool,

why would school need to buy anything else?

therefore, no future profits

teachers are like great actors

they bring the material to life

they entertain with words (lessons)

but what happens when a great actor

does not have a great “script?”

teach to the test (data driven)

arts gone, retake STEMs until passed

principal now focused on teachers

private companies sell curriculums

driven by private companies

education is wildly profitable!

as long as it’s never fixed...

this system put a man on the moon

with less technology than a cell phone!

brain matures from back to front image maps are a huge help at this age

and the ultimate goal is to retrieve using 

the (very rapid) fusiform face area

teacher’s main ( some argue only) goal is to lay down long term memories

some believe you can’t teach executive function (e.g. critical thinking)

many believe student has to be asleep

for consolidation to take place

hippocampus continues to work at night

would start each lesson (class) with “here are the 7 things we will learn today”

learn or memorize?

ability to take information

and respond differently to

a given situation

some may argue that learning is really a collegiate level concept

this is bound to upset a lot of people!

don’t expect critical thinking of our youth?

is this the very definition of “rote learning?”

the key is to allow critical thinking in youth

but without judgement of that thinking

(how do you “letter grade” an immature prefrontal cortex?

Helping youth lay down memories is a noble profession

laying down memories

is really the focus of K-12?

retain information

for later retrieval

introduce to

short-term 

memory

rehearse consolidate

is one of the first areas to mature

few standardized tests

practical life (e.g. home economics)

principal focused on student behavior

each class was unique in style (held interest)

1960s

Freedom &

Autonomy

Freedom &

Autonomy

Teachers and students are moving

in opposite directions

Rigor &

Structure

2010s

science is hidden 

in the show

teacher evaluation systems

workbooks

teacher training

standardized tests

software curriculum

charter/private schools

40% teacher | 60% student talking

“committing it to stored memories”

Ethnically homogeneous (90%+ Fins)

High taxes ensure basic needs met

Oversupply of teachers (highly selective)

Small teacher/student ratios (population sparse)

Reduced incentive to increase socioeconomic level

Poland, Singapore... doesn’t matter... all homogeneous

Top 10 PISA Math

There is more diversity in a Houston neighborhood than in all of Finland!

Our best/brightest can beat another other country

Whose fault is it? The teacher, the parent, the kid? NA

Sharpstown High School

88% economically disadvantaged

22.7% english language learners

15.0% special education

 

733% higher

528% higher

326% higher

schools are < 8 miles from each other!

Example PISA topics (reading)
Use the details on the receipt to complete the warranty card

How did the judge know that the woman was the wife of the scholar?

What is the purpose of the bees' dance?

Write down three of the main sources of nectar.

if you discount for poverty

the best students in the US

best other countries PISA scores

Are these concepts

easier to teach

to  a diverse or

homogenous group?

transmission speeds very slow

in pre-frontal cortex

(explains delayed reactions)

forget about planning

and decision making!

very poor projection of consequences

Smoke is expensive

Memorial High School

12% economically disadvantaged

4.3% english language learners

4.6% special education

gets encoded

K-12 students

not getting it out

of the hippocampus

does not help most

why?

student has to adapt

  working memory style

    to 2 dimensional presenter

autodidacts can

learn via computer

try, fail, try 100 more times

build memory over time (second nature)

injury affects the cortex

harder to store memories

schizophrenia is a

thinning of the cortex

Feelings

Stored Memory

(Bark)

helps

why we all

love Kahn

but more of a 
self-starter tool

Stored Memory

(Bark)

Single memory
can be stored

in multiple places

Some believe storage

takes place while sleeping

Stored Memory

(Bark)

Stored Memory

(Bark)

spatial & visual

processing

would video gaming work for K-12? No.

games offer choice (Mario Brothers v. GTA v. WoW)

education offers no choice. You will take biology.

small possibility some genius could

design a $M seller biology game

this is why kids love maps

in video games (necessity)

video games have maps

(or filing cabinets to aid recall)

maps look very complex

at first glance (that’s ok)

covers an entire course

khan helps with rehearsal

and memory consolidation

school logo only

identification

on mind maps

boys use visual & spatial reasoning (parietal lobe)

to build an overall picture of the maze and then

place themselves based on where they’ve been

ability to navigate maze, perform on iq test,

chunk data into a mind map does

have a genetic component

K-12 education is about optimizing

performance within a set of genes

feed critical thinking

can recall multiple
stored memories
(different locations)

helps

don’t send me home
to learn new stuff!

conversion to long term storage

Finland
01. Shanghai-China

02. Singapore

03. Hong Kong-China

04. Chinese Taipei

05. Korea

06. Macao-China

07. Japan

08. Liechtenstein

9. Switzerland

10. Netherlands

98.8% Han Chinese

74.0% Chinese

93.6% Chinese

98.0% Han Chinese

96% Korean

95% Chinese

98.5% Japanese

86.0% Alemannic Germans

78.0% Swiss

78.6% Dutch

Memorial High

Sharpstown High

63% White, 18% Hispanic, 2% Black

2% White, 66% Hispanic, 29% Black

Houston

excellent

of no use

new learning
goes to hypo

and bark

P = Positive
N = Negative

C = Certain
U = Uncertain

I = Immediate
F = Future

Missing Personal Habits

tracked as a remedial student
fallen behind / socially passed

society is judging kindergartners

Academic Identity

principals want students in class, not front office
helicopter parents feel kids can do no wrong
(or) they’re you’re problem during the day...

Lack of Consequences

budgets severely affected by too many special need students
need extra teachers, due to smaller teacher/student ratio
so school’s encouraged to leave them in general classes

Special Needs

Environmental
Stimuli

Visual

Auditory

Kinaesthetic

Olfactory

Gustatory

Sensory
Register

crosstalk between prefrontal cortex and amygdala
any attention is good attention (even if being disciplined)

peer influence rewards misbehavior and teacher disrespect

Attention Seeking

online addiction
technology demands to be free from constraints

technology can make lesson more overwhelming

Technology

focus on adding to the bark
student will take it from there (genetics)

Reduce Focus on Critical Thinking

group work not a substitute for bad lecture
lecture has to keep students riveted (what will happen next?)

ok for student to be wrong

High Levels of “Mental” Engagement

Remove for-profit incentives from education
Private companies are not paid for performance

Privates drive rigor/accountability to sell more products

Private Education Company Influence

N - I - C

Smoke bothers other people
N - I - U

hard time kicking the habit
N - F - C

I could die of lung cancer
N - F - U

Smoking calms my nerves

adolescents do not yet understand

“uncertain” and “future” 

adolescents only react to

“certain” and “immediate” stimulates receptors

(feels good)

some argue, the more your brain can cut,

the more likely you have an addictive brain

drugs (rx or illegal) will block the return

of dopamine to the transmitter

dopamine (high) persists

without ability to return

(like a flood of dopamine)

brain starts fighting back

closes off receptors

therefore, you need more 

drugs to maintain flood

mind maps

interactive maps

real-time articles

best-in-class videos

these are all part of a great script This is NOT a curriculum or curriculum system
these are background technologies that teachers bring to life

answers are not on the mind map - it’s just a filing cabinet

teachers can add to, create their own mind maps

teacher feedback improves the mind maps, year over year

teachers decide which, if any, articles to share with class

but the teacher is the most

important element (the delivery system)

dopamine released

positive, immediate & certain

the only way to teach adolescents

(only thing that is motivating)

library of all articles sent to biology teachers

every article is classified (metadata) to a subsection of the mind map

if I am teaching Charles Darwin today,

single click retrieves all pertinent articles
may announce a new mind map on ebola

or a documentary on PBS for the class

(less frequent than articles)
links to videos found on internet

best practice videos on specific subjects than are very popular (i.e. well received)

the teacher has a hard time getting feedback from class

here, the teacher can interact with the video (model student questions)

students are listening to their teacher interact with Jeremy (video creator)

teacher can pause, question, discuss parts of video in real-time

students “join” the teacher in a discussion with Jeremy

technology does not give the lesson

technology creates dialogue

Students...

same structure to class every day

student knows what to expect

get into a consistent rhythm

Students...

learn about today’s news

have a way to file knowledge in bark

lessons are not just teacher talking

Teachers..

know what’s expected of them (teach mind maps)

know where s/he is in the process at all times

keep the class focused

Teachers...

use mind map anyway s/he sees fit

use whatever articles you want in class

extrapolate the mind maps w/unique content

best-in-class videos are meant to be paused constantly

technology is not motivating alone

student finds motivation, then chooses a technology to suit (Mario Brothers v. Call of Duty, etc.)

students do not have a choice in taking biology, therefore technology not motivational alone

sometimes between the teacher and the video (presenter)

until the students are ready to join the conversation

shifts the teacher from talking head to sitting with

the students and having an honest back and forth with presenter

just because it’s on you tube does not mean it’s right

this is why we see such a high turnover in MOOCs

first, you have to love the subject to stay tuned in

second, you have to be an autodidact to learn on own

third, you have to adapt 100% to the instructor’s style

most MOOC success?

professionals who already

hold advanced degrees

teacher can zoom and pan the map

some are longer documentaries

some are for advanced learners (AP)

some are even specific sites, like TED Talks

teacher created for a science class

why recreate the wheel?

600K views means it’s a quality video

dated video is fine -  biology not changing!

legend controls

what videos

are displayed

textbooks do nothing to release dopamine

this is extremely important...

later in day/night, week later, etc

student references ebola in discussion

(releases the dopamine)

therefore, if the lesson is not worth

repeating by a student to an outsider,

it’s the wrong lesson!

know something parents

or friends do not know

lesson has to be practical life-based

dopamine not released inside class

released after when student repeats story

ebola may be so significant, an entire mind map is created to support cell biology

entertaining
and relevant!

ebola can have a shelf life of 5+ years as a teaching map (think cancer as a mind map)

negative, immediate & certain

a temporary nuisance, but socially positive

forget about telling students it’s important for college (F - U)

forget about telling students they will need material (F - U)

articles are aggregated automatically from the internet
using a sophisticated classification algorithm (no human intervention)

but the call outs are entered by a person to “market” the article to teacher

signals cross

transmitters

pruning also impacts

likelihood of addiction

parent punishments

corporal punishment

detention/suspension

adults struggle with seeing NFU

pruning also takes place (use it or lose it)
again... the brain will do anything to conserve energy!

P - I - C

Smoking takes away food cravings
P - I - U

Smoking will make me look cool
P - F - C

I will lose weight if I keep smoking
P - F - U

use to solve
       unseen problem
                (extrapolate memory)

communication pathways

Parie
tal Lobe

Frontal Lobe

Self Learning

helps

energy

dna

heredity

cell

cell
cycle humans

ecologyevolution

plants

tissue

immune

endocrine nervous

reproduction

girls use working memory (frontal lobe)

to build out (location) sequences

and follow them in an orderly way

until 20s, sheaths not fully developed

youth lay memories more slowly

neurotransmitters move memories into cortex

until you have the myelin sheaths

expect a slower process

no matter how good

the teacher, no way

to overcome young

brain limitations

step one: where should this memory go on my mind map?

step two: file it in the human area of the map

step three: file it in the gallbladder area of the map

Within a second (less!), I am at the right place on the mind map

Having a mind map significantly reduces interference from the amygdala

with lower interference, mind is

more apt to guess intelligently

finger pointing doing no one any good

everyone’s fault = no one’s fault

all impact cognition

melitonin production gets delayed in teens (~1 am)

schizophrenia can appear

screen disruption

video gaming

cell phones

maturation

process of puberty

hypersexuality

studying

test cramming

stimulants

mind racing

personal conflicts

family demands

pathological

sleep apnea

insomnia

this also leads to second

nature processing

All K-12 can hope for

is a break in the stress

long enough to learn

Test question: What moves the toxins from liver to intestines?

Biology Humans Digestive Intestines Gallbladder

girls remember gallbladder

based on what’s near it

random information

very hard to remember

(must file it correctly)

Scaffolding!

rechunk

brain loves(!)
grandmaster chunks board

100K+ combinations of pieces

recall through fusiform

allows for speed chess

students may be able

to recall like grandmaster

possibility that students start seeing

visual chunks of the maps 

like “faces” in a crowd

this significantly speeds recall of

the material from memory

this is nothing more

than pattern recognition

teachers can go “beyond”

the large scale mindmap

and add unique details

HS test questions much easier

What “digestive” system...

boys remember gallbladder

with an overall picture

remember, brain likes

to conserve energy

equals

digestiveorgans

stomach

mouth

intestine

gallbladder

appendix

Digestive

Saliva (salivary amlase) breaks food down

Bolus is the masticated food (chewed)

Peristalis is the muscles contracting

to move food through digestive tract

would burn your hand

not enough mucus?

will get an ulcer

Epiglottis prevents food/liquid

from entering the lungs

students add labels as the lesson is taught

replaced with a mindmap study guide
one per student to take home

can aggregate best work of students
to make the study guide(s)

I teach digestive systems 4 times throughout the year

textbooks outdated technology

“linear” with little connectors

between disparate subject matter

tabs correspond

to areas

of the mind map

if school “tracks” students, all still use the mind map binder

AP level just has more detail added to the mind map

AP level may still have

supplemental textbook

but used to fill out the mind map
moves toxins from liver to intestine

supplies bile for breaking down fat

can be collected across multiple classes

can get as detailed

as time allows during

the school year

but the teacher also knows when falling behind

has to teach the entire mind map before state testing

Enzymes

Enzymes

Gastric juices - hydrochloric acid, pepsin and mucus

Acids

Gallbladder

Gallbladder

Tons of surface area (villi) for breaking down nutrients

Most of absorption done here - food for cells

Small Intestine

Small Intestine

Appendix

Appendix

Removes water and bile salts (waste gets solid)

Most of time in entire digestive system spent here

Stores good bacteria

What is it?

How does it relate to

rest of mind map?

Very basic!

Learn the major areas

of the digestive system

most students learn subject linearly

most effective way to learn is to cover entire image map at a basic level

then come back and add detail (have seen base before and in long-term memory)

just before the state test, students get the last layer, which has the most detail

this is also helpful with student absenteeism

if student misses first pass, has three more interactions with base layer

how does student remember something from october?

class can fall behind
and not cover everything

on state test

September April

then take state test

What does each area of the 

digestive system do?

AP level work?

Critical thinking

Additional parts learned

Large Intestine

Large Intestine

Mindmap

Binder

Textbook

Pass # 1 Pass # 2 Pass # 3 Pass # 4

one binder per student

one binder for the entire year

always remains in class!

too many programs

open at once!

any/all disrupt the

ability to learn

peer influence drives

risk-taking upswings

why disciplining a student

in front of class backfires

amygdala will not “check-in” with rest of brain until 20s

why we see intense reactions

that seem instantaneous

detachment

independence

self-identity

customs

religious

gender

academic

grades

college/career

conflicts

parents

siblings

abuse

physical

sexual

verbal

sexuality

identity

orientation

morality

ethics

honesty

group

bullying

discrimination

conflicts

management

aggression

anxiety

relationships

isolation

gangs

 juvenile crime

fighting

engagement

loss of interest

study habits

arousal

sexual

violence

mental

mood modulation

disorders

self-image

relationships

injury/abuse

physical

appetite

hygiene

social networking

text posting

photo sharing

video

gaming

consumption

cell phone

texting

always connected

internet

alone together

drugs

biological advances

delivery systems

original receptor

calls dopamine back

cell biology

Daily Teacher Briefing

Distractions

How to use technology in K-12?

Lesson
Hide the Lesson in Stories

Attention-grabbing, modern, entertaining stories are super critical

Laying Down Memories

Teacher

Visual Cortex

this is where executive function takes place

no technology can do what a teacher can do

the teacher is the most critical asset in K-12

a computer can lay down memories

only if the student will allow it

but (only) a teacher can open a mind to

wanting to lay down memories

in school tutoring

(see Apollo 20) is effective

not because of one-on-one

it’s really just easier to manipulate

a young mind into laying down memories

in a small group setting

and budgets will not provide

for this service indefinitely

is a textbook visual or auditory?

does it aid in introducing memories?

does it aid in rehearsing memories?

this is meant to be at a “single” moment,

but more than 7 objects in a lesson (class)

is probably counterproductive

one of the biggest struggles for teachers

is students have not laid previous memories

I am trying to teach algebra

student is struggling with division

this is a huge driver of apathy in the students

you are asking me to do something in short-term memory only

too much to hold in a 30 second buffer!

the primary difference between regular and ap

is not the teaching materials / lesson content,

but advanced students get “Magic 9” per class

the brain can only handle 

~7 objects in short term memory

buffer (fleeting)

vision = 1 second

auditory = 5 seconds

18 - 30 seconds

new information

displaces previous

can hold 7 objects

(± 2) in short-term

this is why phone numbers were 7 digits

working memory phonological loop (inner voice)

K -12 expects WAY too much here

alzheimer’s and lobotomies are examples of losing this function

I would like for you to spell the word, “world” backwards

Retrieve world from long-term to short, then working memory reverses letters (slow process!)

I would like for you to subtract 13 from 40

13 and 40 are held in short term memory, the calculation is done by working memory

asking a teen to use their central 

executive (consistently) is a lost cause

ability to hold something

in short-term memory and

do something with it

during sleep

thought to be limitless storage space

been known to last 100+ years

planning & conscious thought

visual sketchpad (inner eye)

Ms. Smith... you did not teach us what was on the test!

Yes I did, but you needed to use working memory to figure it out

Double whammy for student

1) poor executive function on his/her best day

2) memory has to be laid into long term to be (re)called 

is one of the last areas to mature

Prefrontal Cortex

“Magic 7”

Homework

Teacher
Pendulum 

Saliva (salivary amlase) breaks food down

Bolus is the masticated food (chewed)

Peristalis is the muscles contracting

to move food through digestive tract

would burn your hand

not enough mucus?

will get an ulcer

Epiglottis prevents food/liquid

from entering the lungs

moves toxins from liver to intestine

supplies bile for breaking down fat

Gastric juices - hydrochloric acid, pepsin and mucus

Tons of surface area (villi) for breaking down nutrients

Most of absorption done here - food for cells

Removes water and bile salts (waste gets solid)

Most of time in entire digestive system spent here
Stores good bacteria

Working memory connections

die very quickly (faster in boys)

rows of desks, single lesson

misbehavior the student’s fault

detentions/suspensions

special needs separate classes

customize education to student

misbehavior the teacher’s fault

don’t want child outside of class

special needs in regular classes

parents drive a lot of this believe

“you just don’t understand my son”

2010s

Rigor &

Structure

Freedom & Autonomy Rigor & Structure

1960s

Student
Pendulum The Goal

behavior

erratic

binge

sports

doping

medications

activity

withdrawn

low performance

addiction

crime

dishonesty

disorders

mood stability

attention deficits

disease

self-harm

weight disorders

risk-taking

motor vehicle

extreme activities

athletic

brain injury

muscular

utilization

interruptions

multi-tasking

planning

setting priorities

productivity

goal setting

procrastination

achievement

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Attention

3848090

384 - 8090

Elaborative
Rehearsal

Consolidation
Environmental

Stimuli

Information
Retrieval

Central Executive

Short-term
Memory

Long-term
Memory

hyphen really helps

are you remembering 2 objects or 7?

trick to force more into short-term memory
This is called “chunking” and a

big part of the image map value

information enters through

different areas of the cortex

most technology development in K-12 focuses here

augment or “replace” the teacher with an online lesson

unless I am really interested in the topic, a computer screen

will have a hard time holding my attention

K-12 is about knowledge acquisition (laying the memories)

too much focus on critical thinking
(happens or does not happen)

this is also an example of the flipped classroom

this will only work with highly engaged, advanced students

technology is only used for rehearsal

after class, watch video to reinforce

(some of these may be Kahn videos...)

teachers do not have to create the videos

just use best-in-class videos from you tube

would only use these videos in class to stimulate

dialogue (by teacher interacting with presenter)

this is how metrics should be used

not analyzing end of year tests at macro-level

instead analyzing engagement with rehearsal material (daily report)

if I am a teacher, I can assess class

with a quick glance at scatterplot

part of my class is waiting too long to access

teacher can use to manage interventions

and parent involvement

add more videos for

struggling students

a few are having to watch the video multiple times

a few are not watching the entire video

Tommy waited until after midnight to access 

the video and ended up watching on 50% of it

Mary accesses the video in early evening,

but seemed to watch this video 3 times

a great feature of rehearsal video

is being able to watch more than once

(Mary may be shy in class)

time on video
sweetspot

la
g

 t
im

e

do not introduce new teachings in rehearsal

videos have to match the Magic 7 from that day

for remedial, this is the only homework

teacher could add a discussion component

must login and contribute to a discussion with peers

advanced students (already completed course) can

serve as moderators (TAs) - teacher “points” in right direction

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven

as the lesson is taught

teacher continually points

to one of the seven

just before end of each class,

review the 7 objects (last rehearsal)

finger exercise

only testing long-term memory

this is the rehearsal phrase

idea is for teacher to help student

move from short-term to long-term

this tests whether 7 objects got

into long-term memory

should be very easy to create

and to grade, since given every day

(note: this is not a test of critical thinking!)

gives teach instantaneous feedback on whether objects are being retained

communication

by products of laying memories

but would not letter grade areas

they will happen at their own pace

can you get any of these via a computer? no!

cooperation

leadership

interaction

mediation

innovation

creation

give a 5-10 minute quiz at beginning of every class

7 questions (multiple choice or true/false)

may do this 30+ times

for all 7 objects

Attention

Elaborative

Rehearsal

Consolidation

this is where 100% of the focus should be for K-12 technology

would make user interface 100% mobile

can view on bus, between classes, in car, etc.

little to no excuse not to watch

borrow parent phone or use computer


